is usually mandated for curative
treatment options to be considered.
Prostate biopsy is generally carried
out under local anaesthetic using
ultrasound guidance via the
transrectal or transperineal route.
After a prostate cancer diagnosis is
made, the International Society of
Urological Pathology (ISUP) prostate
cancer grading system19 is used to risk
stratify the disease (see box 2, below).
Imaging is performed to ascertain
the extent of local and distant spread.
If no evidence of spread outside the
prostate gland is demonstrated the
cancer is defined as localised disease
All new prostate cancer cases are
discussed at an MDT meeting with at
least core members (radiologists,
oncologists, surgeons and cancer
nurse specialists) present. Investigation
results are reviewed and checked and
decisions made regarding
recommended treatment options.
Men will have the opportunity to
discuss all their treatment options with
their specialist team including the
potential side effects as well as
benefits before making a decision.
Predict Prostate is an online
individualised prognostic modelling
tool endorsed by NICE for men newly
diagnosed with non-metastatic
prostate cancer to help them decide
between conservative and radical
treatment management strategies
(see Useful information box, p15).
Cancer nurse specialists play a
pivotal role, acting as a point of
contact for patients and supporting
their holistic needs.

LOCALISED PROSTATE CANCER
TREATMENT
Active surveillance
Active surveillance is recommended
for low-risk prostate cancer. NICE
defines low-risk prostate cancer as:
PSA < 10 ng/ml, Gleason score ≤ 6 and
stage T1 to T2a. It is important to
recognise that active surveillance is
often considered for a broader group
of patients than the defined low-risk
criteria. In clinical practice, patients’
comorbidities are taken into account
in addition to their preferences and
active surveillance can be offered to
men with low volume intermediaterisk prostate cancer (PSA < 20 ng/ml,
Gleason score 7 and stage T2) or men
who choose not to have immediate
radical treatment because of the
potential side effects.
Patients have regular tests, scans
and consultations to ensure that
their prostate cancer has not spread.

If evidence of disease progression
is demonstrated either radiation
or surgery can be offered.
The aim of active surveillance is to
enable men to avoid, or delay, the
potential side effects from prostate
cancer treatments such as incontinence,
ED and bowel problems.
Recently reported UK data from a
randomised controlled trial showed
that 50% of men on active surveillance
(before the addition of MRI to the
diagnostic pathway) did not require
treatment within ten years of diagnosis.20
Other long-term prospective series
have demonstrated the safety of this
approach within a 15-year timeframe.21
Recommended protocols are
described in current NICE guidance.2
Radiotherapy
External beam radiation is more
effective when given in combination
with androgen deprivation therapy
(ADT). Patients will be started on ADT
before radiation treatment and
continue this for a period after
treatment. External beam radiation
usually involves 4-6 weeks of
outpatient treatment on a daily basis
during the week.22
In brachytherapy very small
radioactive seeds are inserted into the
prostate gland under anaesthetic.
The seeds release radiation into the
prostate slowly over a 6-12 month
period. ADT is not routinely given in
combination with brachytherapy, the
nuances of this and whether additional
external beam radiation is required
should be discussed by the specialist.
In high dose rate brachytherapy,
temporary hollow needles are inserted
into the prostate through which
radiation is passed. The source of
radiation is then removed. The side
effects of radiation include urinary
symptoms, bowel symptoms, ED,
fatigue and those associated with ADT.
Loss of libido, ED, hot flushes, changes
in body composition including weight
gain and gynaecomastia are commonly
recognised side effects of ADT.
Surgery
Radical prostatectomy aims to cure
prostate cancer by removing the
prostate gland in its entirety. This is
now most commonly carried out using
a robot-assisted approach in the UK23
although conventional laparoscopic
and open surgery are still sometimes
performed.
The surgeon will discuss the surgical
approach and outcomes with the
patient. It has been shown that the

experience of the surgeon, rather than
the surgical modality, is the most
important factor in oncological
outcomes.
Men undergoing minimally invasive
surgery are more likely to have a
shorter hospital stay and be less likely
to require a blood transfusion after
surgery.
Surgeon reported outcomes after
radical prostatectomy are published
on line and patients can access this
information.24 The side effects of
surgery include incontinence and ED.
Watchful waiting
In watchful waiting treatment is not
started unless symptoms caused by
prostate cancer develop. Close
monitoring is not carried out. Some
patients with localised prostate cancer
may have significant comorbidity,
which is more likely to affect their life
expectancy. Others may not wish to
undergo treatment.
Other treatment approaches
High intensity focused ultrasound and
cryotherapy aim to eradicate prostate
cancer by heating or freezing the
prostate respectively. Currently
»

Box 2
The ISUP prostate cancer grading system19
Grade
group

Gleason Morphological
appearance
score

1

≤6

• Only individual discrete well
formed glands

2

3 + 4 = 7 • Predominantly well formed glands
with a lesser component of poorly
formed/fused/cribriform glands

3

4 + 3 = 7 • Predominantly poorly
formed/fused/cribriform glands
with a lesser component of well
formed glands

4

8

• Only poorly formed/
fused/cribriform glands or
• Predominantly well formed glands
with a lesser component lacking
glands or
• Predominantly lacking glands with
a lesser component of well formed
glands

5

9-10

• Lacks gland formation (or with
necrosis) with or without poorly
formed/fused/cribriform glands

13

